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25 of 27 review helpful It is written in both a major and a minor key By Gerald Weaver Reading Jonathan Levi rsquo s 
Septimania is like making love to an emotionally or psychologically unbalanced person in the moment it is extremely 

https://bnxylvasf.firebaseapp.com/file.html?id=MTQ2ODMxMjQ4MA==


enjoyable and even exciting but upon some sober reflection it is a rather deep matter that is somewhat frightening 
Synesthesia is the neurophysiological gift that allows one to see certain Septimania Jonathan Levi s first novel since 
1992 s critically acclaimed A Guide for the Perplexed is a major work a story at once personal and mythic with themes 
as large as the universe and as small as an appleseed On an spring afternoon in 1978 in the loft of a church outside 
Cambridge England an organ tuner named Malory loses his virginity to a dyslexic math genius named Louiza When 
Louiza disappears Malory follow ldquo There is a hint of Harry Potter about the start of Jonathan Levi s immensely 
ambitious Septimania Septimania has the format of a novel but it has roots in the folk tales of The Arabian Nights It 
reaches out to epic in the 
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